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scholars claim today that their Temple rituals relate to the
what 1s known about Biblical Judai sm
of
a
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indicates that there is nothing substantial upon which to base this
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Hiding behind a cloak of Temple secrecy, they continue to make vague

references to the Temple of Solomon as the precursor to the Mormon Temple,
gene ral ly avoiding speci fic references, or detailed comparisons. Our
assertions without
indicates that most Mormons accept
question or doubt.

these
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The Endowment cerenony, uhich incorporates ritual drama, oaths, covenants
or promlses, secret
handsigns and gestures, and special ritual clothing,

is not unique to Mormon Temples.
Many Brotherhoods, lodges, and secret
drama as
societies present their oun version of the
part
of their initiation and advancement ceremonies. The Freemasons are the
to
best knovm and most
they also
Solomon's Temple. Masons, however, are cautioned to refrain from claiming
that ancient historical figures were members of their order, without
justification. Mormons claim that Jesus received His Endowments on the
Mount of Transfiguration, along with the Apostles Peter, James and John;
they claim that all the early Saints received them secretly. They also
claim that Adan received his Endouments, and that all the ancient
Patriarchs held the Mormon Holy Melchizedek Priesthood and vere probably
Endowed. Their justi fication for these claims comes mainly fron Mormon
scripture o r revelations and mininterpretions of the Bible.
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The oldest historical record of this

type

have originated with

ritual is found in Ancient

Babylon, in the Balylonian Mystery religions, which worshipped Nimrod, the
original false Messiah. While the Jeus looked forward to the day when
Jehova would provi de salvation for his people, these cultists believed
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Book of Abraham, Facsimile number 1 shoved Abraham being sacri ficed by a
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On Page 152 of The Two
Babylons, Hislop discusses the cuttings and slash
in the Bible, which were
practiced in the pagan worship
rites.
In memorium of Osíris (Nimrod in Egyptian)
being cut io pieces and
reborn, cuttings were made in the tlesh of the initiate.
Bloodletting is
a part of
many initiation rit uals to this day, especially Witchcraft
type
cults. Originally Mormons took plain Long John undevear to the
Temple,
where the Pries thood markings were added. Some of the marks were cut into

ings, prohibited

the garment after 1t uas placed on the person's body, nicking the flesh,

drawing the initiate's blood into the garnent. Blood oatis, including
blood
dowment The Priests of Baal "look upon the shedding of their
as a most meritorious penance that wipes away nany sins". This relates
and

8everal "uays in which life may be taken", are still included in the Enown

directly to the Mo rmon docttrine of "Blood Atonement" wherein the blood of
the s i n e r must be shed to atone for his oun grievious sins.

It is re-

flected in the Catholic practice wherein the devout crawl over rocks and
scrape their flesh to draw blood as they approach some sacred shrine or
8rotto.
Finally, the pentagrams and sunstones which adorned the Nauvoo Temple were
a clear indication Jf what went on inside. Nimrod was closely connected
in legend and lore with Baal, and was frequently referred to as the SUN,
or "the Son of Cod" in connection with Baal worship, he being both the
Father and the Son. The occultic face of ancient Baal or Amen' ra shone
forth, intersperced with inverted five pointed stars or "Coatheads"
associated for eons of time with all pagan and Satanic worship, as the
principle decoration of this famous Mormon Temple in I1linois. The LDS
explanation that all things originally belonged to God, and that Satan
appropriated them,

is not copatible or consistent with the strict M»rmon

teaching to AVOID THE APPEARANCE OF EVIL:
Joseph Smith was undoubtedly correct in asserting that he was restoring
his Temple ceremonias. It is evident to the
1t is ancient pagan Mystery Religion Temple
rituals which Smith restored, rather than Solomon ' s Hebrew Temple worship.
are
pagan origins. Hormon scholars and
to keep
go
to
great
discovering the true
beginnings of their highest and most sacred "Ordinances." We believe that
all Mormons deserve to be enlightened, thus enabling them to make an
intelligent decision regarding their personal involveme nt in these pagan
rites. We encourage you, the reader, to help some of then to have this
opportunity to become informed.
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Initiates into the Mystery religions were stripped nude,
magical ceremonies and dressed in a special sacred garme t, which they wore
continually thereafter, finally being buried in it. They believed it had
magical povers to protect then fron evil forces and demons, and was
this
in the afterlife. There are
especially
garnent had secret markings on it. There were mystical secret words and
gestures uhich the initiates received, and later had to demonstrate.

prepared by
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There were extremely severe oaths of secrecy.

The purpose of t h i s

initiation vas to iupart secret knowledge of great value to the recipient;
hence the name Mystery" rellgion.
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FREEMASONRY IN THE MORMON TEMPLE

quickly across the throat, the thumb beside.

the two motions

prese ball of thumb hard
against the knuckle-joint

figures

and
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are taken from Masonic handbooks
published and readily available in New York State during Joseph
Smi th Jr.'s lifetime. The figure numbers are from the
original, Duncan's Ritual of Fremasonry, published by David McKay Company, Inc., New York,
circa 1840. (1st ed.)
These are 1llustrations of the Ancient York Rite of
Freemasonry,
familiar to Joseph Smith and his brother
Hyrum, who joined this order circa 1825 in Palmyra
New York; Joseph joined on March
16, 1842 in Nauvoo, I1linois. Six weeks later, on May 2,
Joseph began teaching these as his own "revelations to
Mormon leaders, saying" "In this
council was instituted the sncient order of
for the first tine in these last
things
days.
(See Smith's His tory of the Church, Vol IV, p8. 551,552; Vol V,
Illustrated here
Pg. 2.)
are the Masonic version of
these Mormon Temple secrets:
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Sign of the Second Token of, and the Exe cution of the Penalty of the First and
Second Tokens
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oftheAaronic riesthood; the Execution
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the Second Token of the Helchizedek Priesthood,
be identified within the rituals of other Hasonie
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